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Event Summary 

 

On 28th January,2023 ASM Group of Institute had organize a YI event on Recruitment trends and 

associated skills. Giving a brief introduction of the Confederation of Indian Industry’s Yuva (CII-

young India) platform is one of the most active focus areas within Young Indians by which young 

India members engage students from across the country in various initiatives that the students 

conceptualize, plan and execute. There were nearly 150 spectators in this event. The event was 

hosted by Rutuja karegoankar and Karishma Deore.  

 

Mr. Rohit is a 'Teacher+ Pruner' who is backed by the journey from being a Network Marketer, 

Derivatives Trader, International Sales & Marketing Manager, Product Evangelist, to being a 

Business Leader. He is a seasoned executive with a solid reputation for over 18 years of building 



products and brands in the B2B and B2C space through strategic direction and positive leadership 

in sectors such as Education, IT/ITES & E-commerce. 

 

The phenomenal and knowledgeable speech by Mr. Rohit Ghosh sir on Recruitment trends and 

associated skills had left the audience spellbound. His words created a strong influence in the 

minds of the audience. He is also an inspiration for all of us as he is a passionate educationist and 

business leader with exceptional people management skills, he has been successfully running a 

SKILLING initiative to reduce the gap between academic and industry.  

 

In a nutshell it has been an immense pleasure to be a part of this event. This event has provided us 

ample of knowledge and innovative ideas on Recruitment trends and associated skills which will 

help to groom us in the upcoming years. I would also like to thank our Young India Pune chapter 

head Dr Bharath Oswal sir for always arranging such amazing and informative session for us and 

giving us students a chance to interact with inspiring people from corporate world. 
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